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In this delightful story, the king refuses to leave his bathtub and rule the kingdom. â€œBeauty aside,

this also has a panache and sly wit that will please children and their parents, who will be called on

to peruse the book again and again.â€•--Booklist
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When I was in 5th grade, I read King Bidgood's in the Bathtub, and got to hear the tape with it. It

was so good, my brother and I would read it constantly. We would even walk to school singing the

song (at the top of our lungs, of course!). A great children's book, all in all, with beautiful illustrations.

The absurdity of fishing in a tub, going to war in a tub, eating lunch, and even having a royal ball in a

bathtub will have you laughing in no time. Get it for the kids in you life, but I bet some adults will like

it too!

The story of King Bidgood is fun and happy and proves there is always an answer to things...just not

the ones most would think of first!! The illustrations in this book are the most beautiful I've ever

seen. My sons always find something new on each page, everytime we read it...again and again

and again...!



My family and I absolutely love this musical production of King Bidgood. The songs are extremely

clever and terrifically performed. We all enjoy singing along. I have shared this tape with a

first-grade class and they also thoroughly enjoyed it. I would recommend it to everyone!

I wish I had bought just the audiobook and text. The singing in this production is off-key and

extremely grating. It would have been much better if the story had been on one side of the cassette

and the yowling on the other. I hide it so my daughter can't play it.

I thought that 20 months might be too young for this book, but it's one of my favorites, so I got it for

my son. He is old enough to find the book hilarious, and he will occasionally get out of the bathtub

without crying if I preface it by reciting the last part of the book.I'm not saying that this is a baby

book; the pictures are amazing, and the story is funny. I read it to my 3rd-5th graders, and they love

it. Honestly, you could spend 20 minutes looking at each page, and still miss some cool detail. Don

and Audrey Wood are among my favorite children's author/illustrators, and their books deserve a

place alongside your Maurice Sendak and Mo Willems books.

An absolute classic, sustained through the ages and still loved by children today. I loved this book

as a little child, about age 3 or 4 when I first read it, in the early 80s. I am Deaf, and my Deaf

professor and his daughter, who is hard of hearing, also love this book. He read it to her when she

was growing up, and by read, I assume he signed it to her in sign language. No one knew I was

Deaf when I was 3, and I could not always tell what was going on, but this book is so beautifully

illustrated, the faces on the characters are so expressive, and there is so much color and things to

look at in the pictures that I imagine it is a reason that the book resonates with Deaf and Hard of

Hearing children. I purchased this book on  for my friend who recently had twin girls. I bought it for

their first birthday. She has older children, 10 and 12, and they also love the book. I am not entirely

sure why, but it seems to be a good book for children with different disabilities, and can be

appreciated by many for its story as well as the illustrations.

I typically read a few of the low reviews and a few of the high reviews. We had this book 25 years

ago when our kids were growing up. I was invited to a book baby shower and I immediately thought

of this. One of the reviews here was particularly critical of the juvenile plot! So note...this is a kids

book...not a Pulitzer Prize adult book. But it does have an adult sized underlying message....don't let

common sense and doing the right thing stand in your way of questioning authority. I won't ruin the



plot....gotta buy this one.

Another Fabulous book with FABULOUS art from Audrey Wood. Beautiful. The children love this

book as it is repetitive enough so that they can read along and the pictures are just so sensational

we play "I Spy" . A very entertaining funny beautiful book. Love it!
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